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MATHEMATICS ON TWO NORMED SPACES
By KIYOSHIISEKI
About 50 years ago, K. Menger [27J introduced the notion called a generalized metric. But many mathematicians had not paid attentions to Menger
theory about generalized metries. Very few mathematicians, for example, A.
Wald, L. M. Blum.enthal, W. A. Wilson, O. Haupt, C. Pauc, etc have
developed Menger's idea. First these researches had a very close connection
with the direct method of variation calculus (for details, see L. M. Blumenthal
[2J, [3J and C. Pauc [30J).
On the other hand, B. Vulich [35J introduced a notion of higher dimensional norm in linear spaces (1938). Unfortunately, this study had been neglected by many analysists for a long time.
A Froda's work [17J appeared in 1958. But a new development began with
1962. This contribution is due to S. Gahler [18J. This work was done under
the guidance of W. Rinow. As well-known, in the present mathematics, one
of the most important notions is the notion of metries, which is fundamental
in geometry and analysis and others. We certainly admit the importance of
the notion of metries.
However, we must recognize that the notion of metrics has a limitation.
To pass the limitation, we need a new notion. One of the treatments is to
consider a 2-metrlc space introduced by S. Gahler which is based on the researches of K. Menger.
The notion of a metric is to be regarded as a generalization of the notion
of the distance between two points. A metric space is given by the following
consideration. Let X be a set with two variable function d(x, y). If d satisfies
(I) d(x,y) =0, if and olny if x=y, and d(x,y);;;;'O,
(2) d(x,y)=d(y,x),
(3) d(x,%)~d(x,y)+d(y,z).

then (X, d) is called a metric space.
On the other hand, the notion of 2-metric spaces is obtained by a genera-
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lization of the notion of area. The area in the Euclidean plane is uniquely
determined by given three points in the plane. Therefore each 2-simplex has
its area. This idea is easily generalized to more higher dimensional figures, for
example, a 3-simplex det~ed by four points in the Euclidean space. Then
each simplex has a non-negative real number called a volume.
The first problem is this: How to formulate a 2-metric space which is a
generalization of the notion of area.
Next, we must develop mathematics on 2-metric space. Can we obtain many
important and interesting results about 2-metric spaces?
Another important problem is to formulate notion of differentiable manifolds
based on 2-normed spaces to solve various variational problems. For the
usual Banach space case, we have a good theory by S. Palais and others.
Unfortunately, the level of mathematics on 2-metric (or 2-normed) spaces
is not so high, and the theory has not yet been developed until now. However, I think that this is a promising young branch in mathematics.
Let X be an abstract set. We consider a mapping which is defined on the
set of all triples of points (x, y, z) of X into the reals that satisfies
(1) there are three points a, b, c such that

pea, b, c) ~O,
(2) p(x,y,z)=O if and only if at least two points of three points are·
equal.
(3) p(x, y, z) =p(x, z, x) =p(Y, z, x)······,

(4) p(x, y, z) ";;;p(x, y, u) + p(x, u, z) + p(u, Y, z).

It is easily seen that p is non-negative.• (3) means that p is symmetric about;three variables x, Y, z. P is called a 2--metric on X.
Every Euclidean space of finite dimension:;:;: 2 has a 2-metric defined by
p(x, Y, z) =

t~; 1;:::: 2jt
%i Zj

1

where Xi, Yi, Zi are the coordinates of x, y, % respectively.
This notion is easily generalized to the case of n-metrics, but we only con-·
sider the case of n =2, i. e., 2-metric case.
P. Cassens, B. A. Cassens and R. W. Freese [4] constructed the Euclidean
geometry based on a 2-metric space. Then they considered a 2-metric space
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with the following condition:

(4) Forx.y,z,u, if p(x.y,z)=p(x,y,u), thenx=yorp(y,z.u)=p(x.z,u)~
For example. the set {z;p(x,y.z)=O} is the line passing through x and"
y (x;i:y).
For any 2-metric space. we can introduce a topology as follows: For each
positive real e we define the &-nbd (neighborhood) for two points a and b in
X as the set Us(a,b) of all points x in X such that p(a,b,x)<e. Let V be-

the set of all intersections n Us; (ai, bi) of finitely many c,nbds of arbitrary
points ai. bi in X. {V} forms a basis for the 2-metric topology of X. This
topology is called the natural topology or the topology generated by the 2metric p in X.
The totality of all set Wz(a) defined by
Wz(a) = n USi (a, bi)
with arbitrary n and arbitrary pairs Z = {(bI> &1)' (b 2, &2) •......, (b", en)} forms a complete system of nbds of the point a.
A point a in a 2-metric space X is called a limit point of a set M of X, if
for any Z = {(b h el), (b 2• c2), •.•.••• (b", cn)}, there is a point ax in M. disti-nct from a, such that azEWz(a).
p(x, y, z) is continuous as a function of three points if and only if the space
X has the following property (this property is called Property S): For any
two points a and b in X and for a given positive e there are two nbds Ua and
Ub of a, b such that for any points a' in Ua and b' in Ub, pea. h', a') <e.
S. Giihler [18J has considered a special 2-metric space having the following
property: If for a sequence a, ah a2, •.. of points in K, there exist two points
band c with pea, b, c) *0, Iimp(a. b. ai) =0, limp(a. c. ai) =0, then for each
i
i
point a' in X,
limp (a, a', ai)=O.
i

This property is characterized by the following condition: Let a. b. c be any"
points in X such that pea, b, c) *0. Then a is a limit point of a set M in X,.
if there is a sequence of points Xl, X2, ••••••• X'" ••• in M with
limp (a, b, Xi) =0,
i

limp (a, c,
i

Xi)

=0.
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Next we introduce a linear 2-normed space over reals.

By a linear 2-normed space over the reals, we mean a linear space X in
which to each pair of points x and y there exists a real number /lx, y/l having
the following properties:
(1) Ilx, y!I = 0 if and only if x and y are linearly dependent,
(2) IIx,YII=lIy,xll,

(3) For arbitrary real number a, Ilax,y/l= lal /lx,yl/,
(4) !Ix, Y+%II ~ IIx, yll + IIx, %11.
For any 2-normed space X, we put p(x,Y,%)=IIY-x, %-x/l. Then the 2normed space X becomes a 2-metric space.
The notions of convergences are introduced by A. White [36].
(1) Caucny sequence: A sequence {x,,! in a linear 2-normed space X is called a Caucny sequence, if there are Y and % in X such that y and z are linearly indepedent,

limllxm-x., YII=O, and limllxm-x", zll=O.
~.

~~

(2) Convergence sequence: A sequence {x,,} in a linear 2-normed space X
is called a convergent sequence, if there is an x in X such that

limllxm-x,YII=o
la

for every Y in X
(3) 2-Banacn space: A linear 2-normed space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is called a 2-Banack space.
There are some interesting examples of 2-normed spaces.
EXAMPLE 1. Let P" denote the set of all real polynomials of degree ~n on
the interval [0, 1]. We define addition and scalar multiplication in the usual
way. Then P" is a linear space over reals. Let {x,,} (n = 1,2, "', 2n + 1) be
given 2n+l points in [0, 1]. For f, g, we put

IIf, gll:::::: 1:: If(x;) Xg(x;) I
i

if f, g are linearly independent, and IIf, g!l =0, if f, g are linearly dependent.
Then P" is a 2-Banach space.
On the other hand, there is a linear 2-normed space of dimension 3 which
is not a 2-Banach space (such an example is given by A. White [35J). But
every 2-normed space of dimension 2 is a Banach space when the underlying
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field is complete.
Next we shall explain a very important result about a 2-normed space.
Let X be a 2-normed space, and let a be a given non-zero element of X.
We denote the I-dimensional linear space generated by a by L(a). Then we
can consider the quotient space X/Lea). As well-known, this space X/Lea)
is also a linear space: For x in X, let X a denote the equivalence class of x.
Then the addition and the scalar multiplication are given by

xa+Ya= (x+Y)a'
If

Xa=Ya,

axa=(ax)a'

then we have

IlIx, all-lly,

alll~llx-y,

all=O.

Hence, IIx, ail=IIY, ail···. Therefore the real valued function

11 .

/la given by

IIxall a= Ilx, all is well-defined.
Then this new function is a norm on X/Lea).
(1)

Ilxalla=O if and only if Hx, all =0, if and only if

x

f

L(a), if and only

if xa=O.
(2)
(3)

lIaxall a=lI(ax)alla=/lax,al/= lal /Ix, a/l = lal Ilxall a
Ilxa+Yalla=11 (x+Y)alla=llx+y, all~ Ilx, all +IIY, a1i= IIxall a+ /lYalla

Hence X/ L(a) is a normed space.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a 2-normed space. For a non-zero element a in X,
the quotient space X/ L (a) is a normed space, where L (a) is the I-dimensional
linear space generated by a.
In general, this situation is formulated as follows;
From a new mathematical object and an equivalence relation, we have:

new mathematical object/equivalence relation
is isomorphic to a classical mathematical object.
In this case, two mathematical objects are essentially different. Then we say
that the new object is a non-Greek object of the classical object. This idea
was presented in my lecture [25J of the 7th conference of the Iranian Mathematical Society, Tabriz, March, 1976.
We have some useful and important cases of non-Greek objects. For exam.
pIe, consider the set of nonstandard finite real numbers, Then the set of all infinitesimals makes an ideal, and the quotient ring is the set of all real numbers. Therefore nonstandard finite reals is a non-Greek object of reals.
Another example comes from a Hjelmslev plane. A projective Hjelmslev-
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plane is a non-Greek object of an ordinary projective plane.
It is very important to look at the clas~al mathematics from the new nonGreek object and to lead classical results from the new objects.
For a 2-normed space, by Theorem I, we can associate a normed space.
An important problem is to discuss relationships between a 2-normed space
and the associated normed space.
Among them, I will take up the notion of strictly convex 2-normed space.
DEFINITION 1. A 2-normed space X is called strictly convex, if
IIx+y, zll = IIx, zlI + lIy, zlI
and ZE L(x,y) imply y=ax for some a>O, where L(x,y) is the linear space
generated by x, y.
We have the following characterizations of a strictly convex linear 2-normed space:
THEOREM 2. For a linear 2-normed space, the following are equivalent:
1. The space is strictly convex,
2. For every non-zero element a,

the associated normed space is strictly

conTJex in the usual sense.
3. IIx+y, zlI = IIx, zlI+IlY, %11, 11 x, zll= 11'1, zlI=l, and ZE L(x,y) imply x=y.
4. IIx,zll=lly,zlI=l, x=y and zEL(x,y) imply lI(x+y)/2, zll~l.
5. If F is a non-zero brmnded hilnear form on X L(a)(a"eO), IIx,all=

lly,all=l and F(x,a)=F(y,a)=IIFIl, then x=y, or Ilx,yll=O, and c=±(xY)/lIx,YII.
Let Y, Z be linear subspaces of X, a bilnear form F on YxZ is called to
be brmnded, if there is a K>O such that
F(x, y) ~K1lx, '111
for every (x,y) EYXZ, The infunum of such K is denoted by IIFIl.
In my Note [23], I proved a fixed point theorem on mapping on a 2-normed space.
Let X be a strictly convex linear 2-normed space of dimension greater than
2, K a convex subset of X and T: K-K non-expansive. i. e.,
IIT(x)-T(y), zll~lIx-y,zll

for ail z E X. Then the set of fixed points of X is a convex set.
This result is generalized by C. Diminnie and A. White as follows:
C. Diminnie and A. White [1OJ)

(see
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Let K be a convex set which contains at least 2 elements and
is not a subset of a line. Then, T is non-expansive if and only if there is a
c EO K and there is a point za EO X such that Icl ~1 and T(x) =cx+za for every
THEOREM 3.

XEK

As Corollary of their result, my theorem is easily obtained..
THEOREM

4. If K is a convex subset of a 2-normed space and

if

T:K~X

is non-expa1l;sive, then the set F(T) of fixed points of T is convex.
There is an important class of mappings on a Banach space called a pseudocontraction. This class has been studied by W. A. Kirk and his colleagues.
We shall define a pseudo-contraction mapping on a linear 2-normed space.
Let X be a 2-normed space and DeX. A mapping U:~X is called to be
Pseudo-contraction, if for all x, y EO D and all 0,
Ilx-y, zll~lI(l +r)(x-y) -r(U(x)-U(y)), zll
for all :lE D.
Problem. Can we determine the form of U? Does U:~D have a fixed
point?
EXAMPLE. Let X be a normed space with basis {en} (n= 1, 2, .•....) . We define

lie"" enll = !le", emll =

°'
~,

1

m=n,
either m=l, or n=l,
otherwise.

mn
For x=2a n em y=2{J",e", (the summations are finite), we define

IIx, yll = ~

L; abs'
m..

am an
f3".

f3n

I lie"" en!l.

Then IIx, ylI is a 2-normed on X. However lIe2' eIII = lies, eIII = 1, lIe2+eS' eIII =
Ile2' eIII+lle3' eIII, and el L(e2, e3), but e2=e3, Hence X is not strictly convex
with respect to 11 11.
In this lecture, I only concerned with the real valued 2-norm. But we can
consider a non-Archimedean valued 2-metric or 2-normed spaces. Then, for
example, can we make the semi-Euclidean, the half-elliptic and the non-Le·
gendre geometries? I think that this is an interesting problem.
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